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alike Having the same or similar characteristics.
The brothers were very much alike.

analogy
The religious belief that between creature and creator no similarity can be
found so great but that the dissimilarity is always greater any analogy
between God and humans will always be inadequate.
Argument from analogy.

antithetic Sharply contrasted in character or purpose.
Hope is antithetic to despair.

as A United States territory on the eastern part of the island of Samoa.
Sang as sweetly as a nightingale.

assonance

Resemblance of sound between syllables of nearby words, arising
particularly from the rhyming of two or more stressed vowels, but not
consonants (e.g. sonnet, porridge), but also from the use of identical
consonants with different vowels (e.g. killed, cold, culled.
The use of assonance throughout the poem creates the sound of despair.

comparable Able to be likened to another; similar.
The situation in Holland is comparable to that in England.

compare Be of an equal or similar nature or quality.
John compared his haircut to his friend s.

comparison
A consideration or estimate of the similarities or dissimilarities between
two things or people.
Perhaps the best comparison is that of seasickness.

counterpart
A person or thing that corresponds to or has the same function as another
person or thing in a different place or situation.
The minister held talks with his French counterpart.

counterpoint Add counterpoint to a melody.
The cream walls and maple floors are counterpointed by black accents.
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equal A person who is of equal standing with another in a group.
His work is concerned with why private property equals exploitation.

equate Cause (two or more things) to be the same in quantity or value.
Customers equate their name with quality.

equivalent Being essentially equal to something.
Some regulations are equivalent to censorship.

figurative Consisting of or forming human or animal figures- Herbert Read.
The figurative art of the humanistic tradition.

identical Having properties with uniform values along all axes.
Cars identical except for their license plates.

impartially In a way that treats all rivals or disputants equally.
The adjudicator should act impartially in carrying out his duties.

like A similar kind.
I was like so hyped up I couldn t go to sleep.

liken Consider or describe as similar, equal, or analogous.
Racism is likened to a contagious disease.

likeness A portrait or representation.
A family likeness can be seen in all the boys.

parallelism
The use of parallel processing.
Greek thinkers who believed in the parallelism of microcosm and
macrocosm.

proportionate Being in due proportion.
Proportionate representation of a minority group.

resemblance A way in which two or more things are alike.
They bear some resemblance to Italian figurines.

same Similarly in the same way.
Two girls of the same age.

similar
Resembling or similar having the same or some of the same characteristics
often used in combination.
The principle of treatment by similars.

similarity The quality of being similar.
The similarity of symptoms makes them hard to diagnose.

similarly In like or similar manner.
He was similarly affected.

similitude Similarity in appearance or character or nature between persons or things.
There is a striking similitude between the brother and sister.
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symmetrical
Made up of exactly similar parts facing each other or around an axis;
showing symmetry.
The shape of a hill smooth and symmetrical.

tantamount Equivalent in seriousness to; virtually the same as.
The resignations were tantamount to an admission of guilt.

twin A twin engined aircraft.
We have twin and three bedded rooms.
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